Quality

• **Background**
  - Continuously ongoing changes in the military and sports world.
  - Need to adapt and engage.
  - Strengthening the world and develop the sub world level.

• **Quality guidelines**
  - Increase our quality with 20%
  - Introducing a quadrennial cycle (for the entire org)
Areas for quality development

• Organizer
  – Dialogue with and highlighting the role of an organizer

• Activity calendar
  – Administrative development of the CISM calendar

• Sports program
  – Guided development of the sports program

• Technical Committees
  – Development of the role and mission of a “TC”

• Education
  – Symposia, meetings, documentation (Not a direct part of this analyze)
Development of the role and mission of a "TC"

- Overall and ongoing guidance to organizers
- Support regional, continental and world development
- Be a contact to the international federations
- New role = New name
- New appointment of a President and TC
Development of sports program

- Become a International Federation (with our Military Pentathlons)
- Develop different levels and areas of competitions
- Create “Tighter” competitions
- Establish a development plan for each sport
- Engage the BoD by a yearly report
Development for the CISM calendar

- The BoD establish the plan of activities
- The candidature to organize are opened during GA
- Stricter establishment of a MWC
- Continental Games are organized the same year
- All CISM activities are presented in the calendar
Dialogue with and highlighting the role of an organizer

- Creating “Quality guidelines for organizers”, Organizers handbook.
- Seminar on the subject “An Organizer”
- Yearly organize “Workshop for organizers”
Advantages

• Strengthening the confidence for an organizer
• Active establishment of our calendar
• Higher quality of the MWC
• More activities under the level of MWC
• Overall plan for the development of our sports program
• Strong TC with guidance for the development
BoD decisions

- CISM wants to become an International Federation (with our own tree military pentathlons).
- Established a working group with the task to realize the Federation.
  - President of SC, RC and the tree TC.
- Mandated the SC to have an dialogue with the P TC about the sport development as proposed.
- Mandated the SC to develop the proposal about the administration of the calendar.
- Tasked the SG to organize the first “Workshop for Organizers” 2007.
- Tasked the SG to finalize the “Organizers handbook” before the GA 2007.